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When GM technology was allowed into WA there should have been two separate agricultural 
systems implemented TO CATER FOR THE BIGGEST UNTESTED DNA-CHANGED CROP EXPERIMENT. 
The companies with the patent on seeds and company regulations on growing the altered crops 
should have borne the cost of separate harvesters and other machines to keep the two agricultural 
systems separate. To protect the non GMO farmer,- for the extra work required to be vigilant with 
cleaning equipment which seems and unfair and has a highly variable result - compensation is 
required for Non-GM farmers. 

It is also unfair for small per cent of GM growers to sabotage the marketing advantage for other 
Non-GM growers. The onus remains on the seed creators to follow their fabulous farming creations 
right through the products life, not only be concerned with seed theft and contamination in Non-GM 
farms. This defensive behaviour demonstrates the priorities of the biotech industry. However, 
Australia and WA have the right to ask for the companies to pay for separate equipment and other 
costs for the new ‘gene changed’ system and enforce the companies put their energies to clean up 
GM escapes and compensation for crop failure loses or decreased or untranslated yield claims. 

In light of the fact that wind can spread seed, WA has a problem with a large number of Non-GM 
canola growers. The issues of cross contamination will reappear- so they need to be nipped in the 
bud. 

Insist on separate machines and or separate workers for GM and the biotech seed company pay if a 
farmer gets GM contamination.  

Call HALT to further growing of GM crops and NO rolling out of new approvals 

• Especially in light of weed resistance and tolerance to Round Up has required harsher 
herbicides to be employed such as 2, 4-D Dicamba used as a defoliant in Vietnam. 

• Especially in light the next generation of DNA changes, is double strand cuts called CRISPR, -
with so far 100’s of off target mutations to the DNA- so therefore not an accurate 
technology. 

The farmers that fall for the next unachievable ideas- eg like drought tolerance- could lose their 
money when the crop fails and we should be protecting our farmers from frontline experimenting as 
they bear the cost. So wait WA, for the jury to come out and as in SA you will find GM-free is a 
marketing advantage. 

It is the right of the state to unravel the GM crop connection as the small per cent of GM growers 
could cause legal issues and over time contamination could squash the opponents and we could lose 
the Non- GM sector which is a marketing advantage. In SA GM-free canola attracts a premium price 
and GM-FREE canola is demanded worldwide so thus GM-FREE crops are the future. 

I would encourage WA to return to call to Halt, Ban or call a Moratorium on GM crops, it is the best 
for our soil fertility in the long run and thus improves crop health and thus protects human health. 
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